(1) a countable set P of prepositional variables: p, q, p',... (2) classical connectives : ~i , D (3) tense operators : G, H (4) parentheses : ( , ) The notion of a well-formed formula (or simply, a wff) is defined inductively as follows :
(1) Any propositional variable p is a wff.
(2) If a and P are wffs, so too are (~ia), (a=D/?), (Ga) and (Ha).
In the rest of this paper our usage of parentheses is very loose, in so far as there is no danger of possible confusion.
For any wff a, we define Sub (a), the set of all subformulas of a, inductively as follows :
(1) Now we review the traditional tense logics K t and K t 4. We begin with the definition of K t .
Axioms : (Al) a =3 (P => a) (A2) (A3) (Gl) (HI) (G2) (H2) Rules:
Now K f 4 is defined to be the system obtained from K t by adding the following axioms.
(G3) (H3)
For more information on traditional tense logics in Hilbert style, see, e.g., Gabbay [1, 2] , Prior [7] and Rescher and Urquhart [8] . § 3. Gentzen-type Systems I We now define Gentzen-type systems GK t and GK t 4, which are equivalent to K t and K t 4 respectively. We denote the set of all wffs by WFF. Following Sato [9] , we define a sequent as an element in the set 2 WFF x2 WFF . Namely, it is a pair of (possibly infinite) sets of wffs. In order to match with Gentzen's original notation, we will denote a sequent F-+A rather than (F, A). Some other notational conventions of Sato, which are almost self-explanatory, are adopted here. For example, JT-> A, U stands for F->A U U.
We will also use the following notation:
(i) r 0^A0^r -+A iffF 0 c
(2) r 0 € F iff T 0 c r and F 0 is finite.
(3) r 0 -*A 0 (£r-+A iff F 0 €F and A 0 £ A.
We now give the definition of the system GK t .
Axioms: a->a
In the above rules GF = {Ga | a £ F} and HF = {Hoc | a £ F} for any F c WFF. Now GK t 4 is obtained from GK t by replacing the rules (-+G) and (-+H) by the following rules respectively. GF, F-»a, HA, HI , GF-»Ga, , HF, F->a, G/J, GZ x y^-x HF-+H&,, A 9 GI
It is important to notice that (-»G) and (->H) are admissible rules in GK t 4.
We call a sequent F->/d ^nife if both F and A are finite. Then it is easy to prove the following lemma. Lemma 3.1. // a finite sequent F-+A is provable in GK t (in GK t 4, resp.), then each sequent occurring in any proof of F-> A is finite. 4, resp.) , then there exist some FQ-+AQ €F-»/d such that HF 0 -»/d 0 in GK t (in GK t 4, resp.).
Proof. By induction on the number n of sequents occurring in the proof
It is easy to see the equivalence of K t and GK t (K t 4 and GK t 4, resp.). Theorem 3.3. For any vtff a, h-a in K t (in K t 4, resp.) iff \ -»a in GK t (in GK t 4, resp.).
Corollary 3 A Let
FeWFF and aeWFF. Then F|-a in K t (in K t 4, resp.) iff h-F-^a in GK t (in GK t 4, resp.).
The following example shows that our sequential systems GK t and GK t 4 are not cut-free.
Thus we conclude this section by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5. The cut-elimination theorem does fail for GK t and GK t 4. §4. Completeness
First of all, we review the semantics for tense logic. By a T-structure, we mean a triple (S, R, D), where (1) S is a set (called the "time").
(2) R is a binary relation on S (the earlier-later relation).
(3) D is a function from PxS to {0, 1}. That is, D assigns a truth-value to each propositional variable at each moment (an element of S is called a moment).
Given a T-structure (S, R, D), the truth-value F(a: t) of a wff a at a moment t is defined inductively as follows: We also define V(F-+A: f) 9 where F-+A is a sequent, as follows: A T-structure (5, R, D) (a T-model (S, £ 9 D, o), resp.) is called a T4-s*rwcfwre (T4-model, resp.) if .R is a transitive relation.
We say that:
With these definitional preparations, we can present the following theorem. Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.3 (Consistency of GK t and GK t 4). The empty sequent-*is not provable in GK t (in GK t 4, resp.).
We now deal with completeness theorems. It is easy to see that the following lemma holds.
Lemma 4.4 (Lindenbaum's Lemma). Let it be that ^F-*A in GK t (in GK t 4, resp.) and Q is a set of wjfs such that F U A^Q. Then there exist F, A such that:
A set Q of wffs is said to be closed under subformulas if Sub (a) c: Q for any aeO. Now take any such Q and fix it. A sequent F->A is said to be Q 9 Gcomplele (Q, G4-complete 9 resp.) if T-+A is G-consistent (G4-consistent, resp.) and F u A = Q. We define C(Q) and C 4 (Q) as follows:
It is easy to see that for any r-*AeC(Q) 9 FnA=0 because F-+A is Gconsistent. Similarly for any F-*AeC 4 (Q), FnA=0. For any F^WFF, we denote by F G and F H the sets {a | Ga e F} and {a | Ha e F} respectively. We now define the universal T-structure U(Q) = (S, R, D) as follows:
Similarly we define the universal T4-structure U 4 (Q) = (S' 9 R', D') as follows:
(1) S' = C 4 (Q).
(2) (r-+A)R'(r'-*A i )iffr G sr, r G^r f G9 r' H <^r and F' H^FH . ( 
3) D'(p,r-+A) =
It is easy to see that U(Q) (U 4 (Q), resp.) is indeed a T-structure (T4-structure, resp.). It is sufficient to show that ^F-*A, ft, which implies fie A because of the maximality of F-+A. In this case we can conclude that V(a:F->A)=l by induction hypothesis. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that \-F-+A, ft. Then we can show that \-F-*A as follows:
This is a contradiction. The case a e A can be treated in a similar manner. (c) a = /]^>y: Suppose aeF. It is sufficient to show that *KF -»-/!, ft or T^y, F-*A, which implies that 13 e A or yeF. In any case V(a:r-*A) = l by induction hypothesis. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that \-F-*A, ft and I-y, F^A.
Then we can show that \-F->A as follows:
This is a contradiction. Suppose OLE A. It is sufficient to show that T^jS, F~-*A 9 7, which implies ^eT and ye A, because of the maximality of T-+A. So we can conclude V(%:F-*A) = Q by induction hypothesis. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that \-ft, F->A, y. Then we can show that t-F-+A as follows:
This is a contradiction. (d) a, = Gft: Suppose aeF. That 7(a:T->J) = l follows directly from the definition of R or R f , Now suppose that a e J. For C/(Q): We show that the sequent F G -*ft, {Hy \HyeQ and ye A} is Gconsistent. We assume, for the sake of contradiction, that f-F G --»/?, {Hy\ HyeQ and 7 e A}. Then we can show that \-F-*A as follows :
This is a contradiction. So we can conclude that the sequent F G -»/J, {Hy\ HyeQ and y e A} is G-consistent. By Lemma 6.4 this sequent can be extended to some O, G-complete sequent F'-^'. It is easy to see that (F-*A)R(r'-+A f ) and F(j8: F'-»,4')=0. Therefore F(a: F-»,d) = 0. For [7 4 (O) : We show that the sequent F G , GF G -»& {Hy \HyeQ and yeJ} 5 jfiy H is G4-consistent. We assume, for the sake of contradiction, that this sequent is G4-provable. Then we see that F-»J is also G4-provable as the following proof-figure shows :
, {Hy\HyeQandyeA},HA H Gr G -*Gp 9 
{y\HyEQandyeA},HA H r-»A
This is a contradiction. So we can conclude that the sequent GF G9 F G -»/? 5 {Hy \HyeQ and yeA} 9 HA H is G4-consistent. By Lemma 6.4 this sequent can be extended to some Q, G4-complete sequent F'-^A', It is easy to see that (r->A)R'(r'-»A') and V(p: F / ->J')=0. Therefore F(a: F-^J)=0. (e) a=Hj3: Similar to the case (d).
Several results follow directly from this theorem. (G4-provable, resp.) iff T-*A holds in all 1-models (T4-models, resp.) whose cardinality <2", where n is the cardinality § 5. Gentzen-type Systems II In Section 3 we have introduced Gentzen-type systems GK t and GK t 4, which was shown to be deductively equivalent to traditional tense logics K t and K t 4 in Hilbert style respectively in Section 4. However, strictly speaking, GK t and GK t 4 are somewhat crude since in the rules (-»G), (-+H), (-»G) 4 and (-»If) 4 some subformulas of the upper sequent may disappear in the lower sequent. That is, GK t and GK t 4 can not necessarily enjoy the usual property of ordinal Gentzen-type systems that the totality of subformulas of a sequent increase as we proceed downward in a proof-figure without a cut. But this defect of GK t and GK t 4 is rather superficial than crucial, and the main purpose of this section is to introduce more elaborated Gentzen-type systems GHK t and GHK t 4 9 which are to be shown to be deductively equivalent to GK t and GK t 4 (and so to K t and K t 4) respectively.
We now define GHK t . In GHK t , a sequent is defined to be an element of the set 2 WFF x 2 WFF x 2 WFF x 2 WFF x 2 WFF x 2 WFF . Thus a sequent is of the form (U 19 F, U 2s Z l9 A, Z 2 ). However, we denote this as II I m 9 F; n 2 -+2ii A;Z 2 -Moreover we denote ;F; -+ \A\ (=(0, F, 0, 0, A, 0)) simply as r->J. A sequent of this form will be called proper. Other sequents will be called improper.
We define GHK t as follows:
Axioms i a-»a «; ; -*«; ; ; ; a-» ; ; a _ i ; 1 ; U 2 "~»^i ', A', Z 2 i, n x ; r, r : jii, Ji 2 ->r l5 ^ ; 4' , A -, i' 2 , , • r • n^z, ; A, «; r 2 n; ; a. r' ; g^r n lt n\ -,r,r; n z , n' 2 -+z lt z\ \A,A'\ ii', A, -\<x-,z 2
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 5.3 and Theorem 3.5.
